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There are more than 400 nuclear power units are
in operation world-widely at present. Even though
future nuclear power programs do not look promising,
it is the truth that there continue to exist more than 400
units in the world quite awhile. And it is the general
consensus that the world nuclear power market will
revive in 10 years to comply with the UN Climate
Convention. This means that we should keep and
dispose a right size of well-qualified human resources
to safely maintain existing nuclear power programs as
well as to timely adopt advanced concepts of nuclear
technology for the future.

In this respect, the first problem that we are
experiencing is the overall shortage of present nuclear
human resources over the world. This could be mainly
caused by departure of many qualified persons from
nuclear profession in combination with reduction of
new young people entering nuclear fields. We are
actually experiencing the declination of number of
enrollment in the department of nuclear engineering at
the university. The second problem is the unbalanced
disposition of nuclear manpower among nations. There
are big differences in man-power requirements and its
availability. Some nations could still maintain sufficient
man-power while others could not. It is mainly due to
lack of globalization in the present educational system,
and lack of promoting the exchange program of human
resources in the international level. To cope with these

two problems, an innovative system of human resources
development and disposition program should be
initiated internationally. In this aspect, the concept of
establishing the International Nuclear University (INU)
would be one of the most viable options.

The INU would provide young professionals with
not only university-level education but also high-skill
training in the fields of nuclear technology. The
program will emphasize on global and multi-
disciplinary perspectives, which should offer our young
generation broader opportunities of advanced
education and motivate professional staffs in the
enhancement of their knowledge and skills.

The "World Council of Nuclear Education" could
be formed to steer the INU for close international
cooperation under the auspices of the IAEA. The INU
would organize a world network of existing nuclear-
related educational organizations and training centers
which already exist in Member States. Existing facilities
and teaching staffs should be utilized at maximum. Use
of cyber-lecturing through Internet, cross-approval of
credits among educational organizations in degree
work, certification of credits by the authorized body
like IAEA, human resources placement services, etc.
are some of the activities that the INU could provide
in addition to its professional training and higher
education.
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